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Abstract: Declines in populations of many species across the United States are prompting the need for monitoring programs that can detect population change effectively for large suites of species. The proliferation of reliable standardized monitoring techniques enhances the potential that we may meet these burgeoning information needs. However,
multiple-species monitoring approaches are still a rarity. In an attempt to meet monitoring information needs on
National Forest System (NFS) lands, the U.S. Forest Service developed the Multiple Species Inventory and Monitoring
(MSIM) protocol, an approach that employs a variety of vertebrate and habitat survey methods to obtain
presence–absence data for a broad spectrum of species at a systematic array of sample points throughout ecoregions. A
recent evaluation of the MSIM protocol predicted that its implementation across the Sierra Nevada ecoregion would
detect a #$' change in proportion of points occupied for )&' of the species with *$' confidence and power. This evaluation was based on a qualitative estimate of probability of detection and basic habitat association information to estimate probability of presence. We conducted a field test to evaluate the ability of a multi-taxonomic, presence–absence
monitoring approach to detect and estimate population change at multiple scales and to meet the monitoring needs
of land management agencies. Our field data consisted of bird, mammal, amphibian, and reptile surveys conducted at
terrestrial and aquatic sites in the Lake Tahoe basin, located in the central Sierra Nevada. We used a maximum likelihood function to quantitatively estimate the probability of detection and sampling adequacy of species and species
groups. We compared these observed estimates to the previously derived expected estimates. We detected !*( species
by field testing, including *"' of the expected species and several species that were not expected. Observed probabilities of detection were generally lower than we expected. Sampling adequacy was also lower than we expected but still
relatively high, with &&' of the Lake Tahoe species and %)' of all Sierra Nevada species adequately sampled. Species
with small geographic ranges, narrow habitat specificity, or small population sizes were considered rare, and they were
not sampled as adequately as other species groups. Still, &" of the rarest species, including !# species with state or federal designation as endangered, threatened, or sensitive, were estimated to be adequately sampled. Our analysis highlighted the ability of a broad-scale, multi-taxonomic presence–absence monitoring approach, such as the MSIM protocol, to detect population change for a large number and wide variety of vertebrate species. The outcome of our test also
suggests that many data yields would be garnered at the scale of National Forests and National Parks, such as distribution and occurrence data for most species, including little-known species, population trend data for many species, habitat relationships and habitat condition data, and data on association strengths of indicator species.
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Concerns for the fate of biological diversity in
the United States and around the world are growing (Flather et al. !""", United Nations #$$#).
Ecoregional assessments conducted over the past
!$ years in the United States suggest that many
ecosystems may be on the brink of substantial
!+E-mail:
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losses in biological diversity and degradation of
allied ecosystem functions and services. Four
ecoregional assessments conducted around the
country found that #" to %&' of all vertebrate
species, ranging from "$ to over #$$ species in a
given ecoregion, were considered at risk of population decline (Southern Appalachian Man and
the Biosphere !""&, Stephenson and Calcorone
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!""", Wisdom et al. #$$$, U.S. Forest Service
#$$!). Single-species approaches to conservation,
management, and monitoring are insufficient to
combat the threat of such substantial losses in
biological diversity. Multiple-species, ecosystembased monitoring approaches are needed to provide reliable, timely, and informative measures of
change in the status of populations, communities, and biological diversity.
In the face of ongoing population growth in the
United States (,!$' per decade over the next ($
years; U.S. Census Bureau #$$%), public lands will
play an increasingly pivotal role in conserving biological diversity at ecoregional and national
scales. Federal land management agencies are
increasing their investments in the development
of regional and national monitoring approaches
to more closely inventory and monitor their biological resources (e.g., Landres et al. !""%, Gillespie !""", Hall and Langtimm #$$!, Kingsbury
and Gibson #$$#, McDonald et al. #$$#).
The building blocks needed to construct successful large-scale multi-taxonomic monitoring
programs are maturing, enhancing the prospect of
meeting biodiversity monitoring needs in a timely
manner. For example, standardized survey protocols are being developed for a growing array of
taxa (e.g., Ralph et al. !""-, Heyer et al. !""%, Wilson et al. !""&), and the accuracy and strength of
inference garnered from more affordable presence–absence monitoring efforts are enhanced by
advances in sampling design (e.g., Thompson et al.
!""*) and statistical analysis techniques, particularly pertaining to imperfect detection probabilities
and presence–absence data (Azuma et al. !""$,
MacKenzie et al. #$$#, MacKenzie et al. #$$-).
However, fully developed, large-scale, multi-taxonomic protocols for vertebrate monitoring are few.
Through a collaborative research–management
partnership, the U.S. Forest Service developed the
MSIM protocol, a nationally standardized protocol
for monitoring large numbers of plant and animal
species (Manley and Van Horne #$$(). The primary objective of the MSIM protocol is to estimate
status and change in populations and habitat conditions of a broad suite of species throughout large
geographic areas. The MSIM protocol was developed to meet biodiversity monitoring needs across
the )& million ha of NFS lands in the United
States, most of which are located in the western
states. Population status and change are represented by presence–absence data and expressed
as the proportion of occupied sample points per
sample period at a variety of scales.
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Manley et al. (#$$%) conducted a quantitative
evaluation of the potential information yields of
the national MSIM protocol using a simulated
implementation scenario for the Sierra Nevada
ecoregion in California. They predicted the
number and characteristics of species that would
be adequately sampled by MSIM’s primary survey methods conducted at systematically established grid points throughout federal lands (&.(
million ha) in the Sierra Nevada. Adequate sampling was defined as the minimum sample size
needed to detect a .#$' relative change in the
proportion of sample points occupied between #
points in time with *$' confidence and power.
Their evaluation concluded that /)(' of all vertebrate species in the Sierra Nevada would be
adequately sampled, and the species adequately
sampled represented a wide array of ecological
characteristics (Manley et al. #$$%). This evaluation generated promising evidence that multitaxonomic presence–absence-based approaches
such as the MSIM protocol could yield reliable
population data for a large number and wide
variety of species over broad spatial scales. Field
testing the MSIM protocol was the next logical
step to generate empirically based results reflecting its ability to effectively monitor populations
and biological diversity.
We implemented components of the MSIM
protocol at a grid of points that mimicked implementation of the MSIM protocol on a systematic
grid at the scale of a National Forest from #$$# to
#$$%. Our objectives were to derive empirically
based estimates of probability of detection for all
species in our study area and then make inferences about the potential success of a multiple
species monitoring approach to meet land management monitoring objectives throughout an
ecoregion. Based our field test of the MSIM protocol, we evaluated its potential success in terms
of implementation on federal lands in the Sierra
Nevada, using the same criteria as Manley et al.
(#$$%) to define adequate sampling (minimum
sample size needed to detect a .#$' relative
change in occupancy of sample points between #
points in time with *$' confidence and power).
Specifically, we wanted to address the following
questions: (!) How representative are species
that are estimated to be adequately sampled in
the study area in terms of number, taxonomic
diversity, and vulnerability to population decline?
(#) What do the results suggest about how well
the MSIM protocol would monitor vertebrate
species throughout the Sierra Nevada? (-) How
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Fig. 1. Field data were collected in the Lake Tahoe basin of the Sierra Nevada, 2002–2004, and the results were applied across
the Sierra Nevada ecoregion.

did the observed number and representativeness
of species predicted to be adequately sampled
throughout the Sierra Nevada compare to that
expected based on Manley et al. (#$$%)?

STUDY AREA
We conducted our field test of the MSIM protocol in the central Sierra Nevada in the !-!,$$$ha Lake Tahoe basin. A large proportion of the
basin (-*') is occupied by Lake Tahoe, leaving
*!,$$$ ha of upland area remaining in the watershed (Fig. !). The Lake Tahoe basin had many
characteristics that made it suitable for a Sierra
Nevada field test. The Lake Tahoe basin spans a
broad range of elevations from #,$$$ m to over
-,($$ m and includes all life zones in the greater
Sierra Nevada except those at the lowest elevations, including lower and upper montane, subalpine, and alpine zones (Manley et al. #$$$).
Similar to the Sierra Nevada, it is predominantly
public land and consists of almost *$' NFS
lands (approx &(,$$$ ha). Of the %&( vertebrate
species in the Sierra Nevada, #$" were known to
have breeding populations in the Lake Tahoe
basin. The vertebrate fauna of Lake Tahoe fairly
represented the diversity of vertebrates throughout the Sierra Nevada both taxonomically (&$'
of the Sierran aquatic reptiles, (*' of the birds,
-*' of the small mammals, and #(' of the
aquatic amphibians) and across ecological characteristics (e.g., habitat specificity).

METHODS
Sampling Design
Data used in our analysis were garnered from a
monitoring program designed and implemented
for the U.S. Forest Service Lake Tahoe Basin
Management Unit (see Roth, J. K., P. N. Manley,
M. M. McKenzie, and M. D. Schlesinger, Multiple
Species Inventory and Monitoring #$$# monitoring report, Lake Tahoe Basin Management Unit,
South Lake Tahoe, California, USA). We created
a hexagonal grid across the Lake Tahoe basin
using the spacing parameters of the systematic
grid of the Forest Inventory and Analysis (FIA)
program, a nationwide program that monitors
the composition and structure of forested ecosystems (Roesch and Reams !"""). The current FIA
design consists of a #.)-km radius hexagonal grid,
with ! FIA sample point randomly located within
each hexagon. The resulting density of points
amounts to approximately #($ points per &$$,$$$
ha, an area representative of a typical National
Forest or National Park.
Given the small area of the Lake Tahoe basin,
we randomly established % sample points in each
of our hexagons, and we prorated the number of
points in each hexagon based on the proportion
of NFS lands in the hexagon. The result was %&
hexagons with ! or more points on NFS lands in
the basin, for a total of !$$ sample points. In
addition to the hex-based sample points, we ran-
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domly selected !(* aquatic sample sites consisting of lakes, ponds, and wet meadows, stratified
by elevation and size, to sample aquatic-associated vertebrates.

Field Data Collection
We implemented & of the primary survey methods specified in the MSIM protocol: terrestrial
point counts, Sherman live trapping, trackplate
and camera surveys, bat mistnetting, aquatic visual
encounter surveys, and aquatic point counts. The MSIM survey methods we did not implement were
terrestrial visual encounter surveys, nocturnal
broadcast calling, and Tomahawk live trapping
(Manley et al. #$$%). Primary survey methods in
the MSIM protocol are commonly employed, standardized survey methods that detect a large number and variety of species per unit effort. The &
methods we employed provided presence–absence
data on landbirds, aquatic birds, small mammals,
midsized and large mammals, bats, amphibians,
and reptiles. Most data collected at each point
occurred within a #$$-m radius sample hexagon
centered on each sample point.
Terrestrial Point Counts.—We conducted point
counts to detect landbirds (Ralph et al. !""-,
!""(). We surveyed *% sample points with terrestrial point counts, %% in #$$# and %$ in #$$%. We
located ) count stations at the center and vertices
of the sample hexagon. We recorded the number
of individuals of each species of vertebrate seen
or heard during a !$-min count period, and we
repeated the survey - times during the breeding
season from late May through July.
Sherman Live Trapping.—We used Sherman live
trapping to detect small mammals (Jones et al.
!""&). We conducted trapping from early June to
early September at *$ sample points, %$ in #$$# and
%$ in #$$%. We placed extra-long traps ().( 3 ".%
3 -).( cm) !( m apart around the perimeter and
down the center of the sample hexagon. In #$$%,
we alternated extra-large traps (!$ 3 !! 3 -).( cm)
to increase capture rates for larger-bodied squirrels
(e.g., Slade et al. !""-). Traps were set, opened,
and baited with grains and seeds in the afternoon
of the first day, checked twice daily, and collected
on the afternoon of the fourth day for a total of trap days. We treated each trap day as a visit.
Baited Trackplates and Cameras.—We used baited
trackplates and cameras to detect mid-sized to
large mammals, primarily carnivores (Zielinski
and Kucera !""(). We surveyed ## sample points
in #$$#. Trackplate stations consisted of sooted
aluminum plates baited with meat, and we identi-

"(-

fied to species the tracks created by animals walking on the sooted surface. We baited camera stations with meat and vegetables; as animals visited
the bait, they triggered the camera. We located !$
devices (& trackplates and % cameras) in a starshaped array centered on each sample point. We
located ! trackplate at the center sample point,
and we located ( others ($$ m away and equidistant from one another. We located ! camera !$$
m away from the center trackplate, and we placed
- others !$$ m away from a random selection of
- of the remote trackplates. We checked all !$
devices every other day over a !$-day period; we
considered each of these ( checks a visit.
Bat Mistnetting.—We used mistnets to detect bat
species. Mistnets are commonly used to detect bats
in a variety of situations (Jones et al. !""&, Kunz et
al. !""&). We surveyed - sample sites (bodies of
water or forest openings) within a !-km radius
sample unit centered on each of -$ sample points.
We set - to ( nets, each % m tall and extending &
to !* m across, at each site and opened them at
dusk for - to % hrs. We surveyed each of the "$
sample sites - to & times per year between June
and September #$$#, and we also surveyed !# of
these sites in #$$!, for a total of !$# site/year
combinations that we treated as independent
samples.
Aquatic Visual Encounter Surveys.—We conducted aquatic visual encounter surveys to detect
aquatic and riparian-associated herpetofauna
(Crump and Scott !""%, Fellers and Freel !""().
We surveyed each aquatic sample site twice during the spring/summer season, with surveys separated by at least # weeks. At lakes and ponds, we
walked !$$' of the perimeter at a pace of
approximately !$$ m per !( min, and we visually
scanned all substrates, searched through emergent vegetation with a long-handled dip-net, and
overturned rocks, logs, and debris to reveal
amphibians and reptiles (Fellers and Freel !""().
At each wet meadow, we meandered from side to
side covering its entire length and width. We surveyed the !(* aquatic sample sites twice per year
between June and early September in #$$#
and/or #$$% for #!! site/year combinations that
we treated as independent samples.
Aquatic Point Counts.—We conducted point
counts to detect waterbirds at aquatic sample sites.
We conducted .# point counts spaced ($$ m apart
around the perimeter of each aquatic sample site,
with each count lasting #$ min. We surveyed each
site twice during the breeding season in the same
year as the aquatic visual encounter survey.
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Estimation of Probability of Detection and
Sampling Adequacy
We based all estimates of detectabilty and sampling adequacy on evaluations of the & MSIM survey methods to detect target species in the Lake
Tahoe basin. Schlesinger and Romsos (#$$$)
identified #!# species suspected to have established populations in the Lake Tahoe basin.
Based on local knowledge (W. Richardson, University of Nevada, personal communication), we
eliminated !% and added !! species to derive a
list of #$" species with established populations in
the basin. Consistent with the selection of primary survey methods for each species by Manley et
al. (#$$%), we expected the & survey methods we
tested to detect !*- of the #$" species, including
!$( species by terrestrial point counts, #! species
by Sherman live traps, -) species by aquatic surveys (visual encounters and point counts), !$ species by trackplates and cameras, and !$ species by
mistnets. Hereafter, our analysis is based on the
!*- expected Lake Tahoe species because we only
implemented a subset of the MSIM primary survey methods.
We used a maximum likelihood function to
estimate the per-visit probability of nondetection
(q) of each species for each survey method
(MacKenzie et al. #$$#) using PROC NLMIXED
(SAS version *.-). We assumed that presence and
detection probabilities were constant across monitoring sites and the sample period. The resulting
model for calculating likelihood for detection
and presence, as per MacKenzie et al. (#$$#), is
as follows:

(!)

where 4 is the probability that a species is present, qt = ! – pt where pt is the probability that a
species will be detected when present at time t, N
is the total number of surveyed sites, T is the
number of sampling occasions (i.e., visits), nt is
the number of sites with detections at time t, and
n. is the total number of sites at which the species
was detected at least once.
We calculated detection probabilities for each
species per survey method based on species
detected per site visit per survey method. We estimated standard errors for q estimates (qˆ) as part
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of the iterative process to determine the maximum likelihood estimates for q. The large number of surveys associated with each survey method
(N * T = && to -$&) enabled us to use the approximate standard error estimate consisting of the
negative of the inverse of the observed Fisher
information statistic determined by the second
partial derivative of the log-likelihood function
with respect to each of the parameters (Lebreton
et al. !""#, Pawitan #$$!).
The number of sites sampled per survey
method in the field test (n = ## to !(* sites) was
! to # orders of magnitude smaller than the number of FIA points on NFS lands in the Sierra
Nevada (n = #,)&$). Given that standard errors
are affected by sample size (Zar !""*), we generated estimates of q and its standard error, 5q̂ ,
using a nonparametric Monte Carlo approach
consisting of random selection with replacement
of sample sites to build sample sizes commensurate with the number of FIA points within the
species’ ranges throughout the Sierra Nevada
ecoregion ( J. Baldwin, Pacific Southwest Research Station, personal communication). We
simulated - sample sizes (($$, !,($$, and #,($$
sample sites) corresponding to restricted, moderate, and large geographic ranges of associated
species. We assigned species to range size classes
as follows: %% species had 6!,$$$ FIA points in
their range, and qˆ was based on ($$ points; "#
species had !,$$! to #,$$$ FIA points in their
range, and qˆ was based on !,($$ points; and %)
species had /#,$$$ FIA points in their range, and
qˆ was based on #,($$ points.
We then followed the approach of Manley et al.
(#$$%) to assess sampling adequacy. The proportion of monitoring sites at which a species is observed (i.e., the probability of observation) during a sample period t (Pt), is a function of the
species’ (!) probability of presence (pp), and (#)
probability of detection per survey method if present (pd). The relationship between the - probabilities is:
Pt = pp * pd

(#)

We estimated the probability of presence (pp)
for each species based on the proportion of the
species’ range in the Sierra Nevada that consisted
of suitable habitat, based on species range maps
for the Sierra Nevada obtained from the California Wildlife Habitat Relationships Program (CDFG
#$$$; see Manley et al. #$$%). As per Manley et al.
(#$$%), we assigned each species ! of - levels of
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pp: those with 7-$' of their range in suitable
habitat were assigned a pp of $.!, those with
-$–&"' of their range in suitable habitat were
assigned a pp of $.(, and those with .)$' of their
range in suitable habitat were assigned a pp of $.*.
We used the - levels of pp as opposed to the actual values because we wanted to limit the differences between our estimates and those of Manley
et al. (#$$%) to factors associated with detectability. However, it is unlikely that using the - representative levels of pp , as opposed to the estimated
values, affected the outcome of the analysis (P.
Manley, U.S. Forest Service, Pacific Southwest Research Station, unpublished data).
We calculated the probability of detection
across the multiple visits associated with each survey method (pd) as:
pd = ! – qˆT

(-)

where qˆ is the per-visit estimate of probability of
nondetection, and T is the number of visits conducted as part of the survey method. We calculated the "$' confidence interval (CI) for pd for
each species and used the lower bound as the
minimum pd to estimate N min, the minimum number of FIA points needed in each species’ range to
meet the criteria of an adequate sample. The
lower bound of the "$' CI for pd provided a conservative estimate of sample size requirements for
each species. We derived the "$' CI for each species using the approximate standard deviation of
pd = ! – qˆT calculated with the Delta method
(Bishop et al. !")() as follows:
SD(pd ) = Ti * qˆTi –!+* 5qˆ

(%)

where Ti is the number of visits for survey method
i, and 5qˆ is the standard error of qˆ. Therefore,
the "$' confidence lower bound is given by:
Min(p̂d ) = Lower (CI"$', pd )
= p̂d – !.&%% * SD (pd )

(()

We determined the minimum sample size,
N min, requirements based on the proportion (P!)
of sample sites estimated to have observations
during the first sample period, the effect size (8 =
$.#+ * P!), the prescribed error rates (9 and : =
$.#), the direction of change desired to be detected (#-tailed), and site correlation (; = $.")
between sample periods (Hoel et al. !")!a, Sokal
and Rohlf !""(). We used a #-tailed test because
it is a more rigorous test of the detection ade-
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quacy, and we always selected the larger of the #
sample size estimates to increase the rigor of our
evaluation. As in Manley et al. (#$$%), we
assumed that sites would be remeasured with
minimal error, so we modeled site correlation
between sample periods as high ($."$) but not
perfect (!.$). Thus, we estimated the N min necessary to detect a .#$' change between # sample
periods for a given species using the normal
approximation (Fleiss !"*!):
(&)
where z9 and z: represent the #-tailed critical values from a normal distribution, and 5o and 5a
represent standard deviations of the difference
between Pˆ! and Pˆ# under the null and alternative
hypothesis, respectively (Fleiss !"*!).
We calculated the variance based on a binomial distribution, and we assumed that Pt was
approximately normally distributed (Hoel et al.
!")!a,b). Variance associated with binomial distributions is greatest at the midpoint ($.($) and
tapers toward $ and ! from the midpoint (Zar
!""*); therefore, associated sample size requirements were asymmetrical, with the larger value
associated with increases when Pˆ! 6 $.( and
declines when Pˆ! / $.(. We calculated the standard deviation of the difference between Pˆ! and
Pˆ# using the standard formula:
<

<

5i / !N = !5#!i = 5##i – #;5!i 5#i / !N

())

where, for the null hypothesis of no change (i =
o), 5#!o and 5##o = Pˆ!(! – Pˆ!), and for the alternative hypothesis of .#$' change (i = a), 5#!a =
Pˆ!(! – Pˆ!), 5##o = Pˆ#(! – Pˆ#), Pˆ# = (! – $.#$) Pˆ!,
and N = sample size.

Evaluation of Sampling Adequacy
Across Taxa
We evaluated the ability of the MSIM protocol
to represent an array of taxa and to effectively
monitor biological diversity. Most natural communities consist of few common and many rare
species (Preston !"%*, !"&#), and rare species are
more vulnerable than common species to population decline and extinction through a variety of
processes (Terborgh !")%, Simberloff !"*&, Lawton !""%, Davies et al. #$$%, Henle et al. #$$%).
Thus, the ability to effectively monitor rare species is essential to meet the goals of providing a
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sensitive measure of biological diversity and providing information critical to the conservation of
species at greatest risk. We summarized our
results across all species, by taxonomic group and
by - factors commonly associated with rarity and
vulnerability to population decline (Rabinowitz
!"*!, Rabinowitz et al. !"*&, Davies et al. #$$%,
Henle et al. #$$%): geographic range, habitat
specificity, and population size. First we
addressed the number and characteristics of species occurring in the Lake Tahoe basin that were
estimated to be adequately sampled throughout
out the Sierra Nevada, and then we expanded
these estimates to all species in the Sierra Nevada.
We based all classifications used in the analysis
of sampling adequacy on the same data and
derived them in the same manner as Manley et al.
(#$$%) described for their simulations. We evaluated taxonomic representation by vertebrate
class; birds and mammals were further subdivided into species groups targeted by the primary
survey methods. We identified # conditions of
geographic range based on the number of FIA
points within each species’ range in the Sierra
Nevada; small distributions were those with ! to
!,$$$ FIA points, and large distributions were
those with /!,$$$ FIA points. We derived # conditions of habitat specificity (narrow and broad)
based on the number of combinations of associated vegetation type, seral stage, and canopy
cover class that CDFG (#$$$) ranked as suitable
for each species; narrow habitat specificity was
equivalent to Manley et al.’s (#$$%) low, and broad
was equivalent to the combination of their moderate and high categories. We used # population
size conditions: small was 6!,$$$ individuals, and
large was /!,$$$. Population size values were available for all Lake Tahoe species, but they were not
available for (& of the remaining #*# species in
the Sierra Nevada, most of which had a range that
overlapped to only a small extent with the Sierra
Nevada. For the purposes of our analysis, we
assumed that population sizes were small for
these (& species. We also evaluated sampling adequacy for species of concern that were defined as
those with federal or state designation as threatened, endangered, or sensitive.
The # conditions of each rarity factor represented values associated with lesser and greater
vulnerability to population decline, and in all
cases, the more constrained condition (i.e., small
geographic range, narrow habitat specificity,
small population size) conferred greater vulnerability. All possible combinations of the # condi-
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tions for each of the - rarity factors resulted in *
categories that represented forms and degrees of
rarity (as per Rabinowitz et al. !"*&). In general,
the degree of rarity and vulnerability to population decline and extinction was greater as the
number of constrained factors increased (Reed
!""#). Therefore, we grouped the * rarity categories to represent % degrees of rarity: (!) common species, those for which no rarity factors
exhibited a constrained condition; (#) moderately rare species, those for which ! of the - factors
was constrained; (-) highly rare species, those for
which # of the - factors were constrained; and (%)
extremely rare species, those for which all - factors were constrained.
We determined sampling adequacy for each of
the !*- Lake Tahoe species by comparing N min to
the number of FIA points in each species’ range; if
N min for a species was less than or equal to the
number of FIA points in the species’ range, we
concluded that the survey methods and FIA grid
density were adequate for sampling to detect the
desired effect size. We then used the sampling adequacy of the !*- Lake Tahoe species to make inferences about sampling adequacy for all species in
the Sierra Nevada. We determined the proportion
of Lake Tahoe species adequately sampled in each
of the * rarity categories, and we applied a rounded proportion calculated for each of the % degrees
of rarity (common, moderately rare, highly rare,
extremely rare) to all Sierran species to estimate
sampling adequacy for various species groups.
Finally, we compared the results of the field test
to the results obtained through simulations
(Manley et al. #$$%). We compared detection
probability values from the field data for the !*Lake Tahoe species to the estimates of Manley et
al. (#$$%) for these same species. We also compared field-based estimates of sampling adequacy
to the predictions of Manley et al. (#$$%) for the
Lake Tahoe species and all Sierra Nevada species.

RESULTS
Species Detections
In our field test, we detected !*( species, including !&- (*"') of the !*- Lake Tahoe species. The
proportion of species detected varied somewhat by
taxonomic group, with all but the larger mammals
exceeding *$': "( breeding landbird species ("-'
of those expected), #% breeding waterbird species
(*"'), * reptile and amphibian species (!$$'), #$
small mammal species (*)'), * larger mammal
species (&#'), and " bat species ("$'). The #$ spe-
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cies that we expected to detect but missed included
) landbirds, - waterbirds, % small mammals, ! bat,
and ( larger mammals. We did not detect !( of
these species due to low numbers of individuals in
the basin, and the remaining ( species were either
extreme habitat specialists, difficult to detect, or
difficult to discern from more common congeners.
Of the ## species detected that were not expected, !( were species that do not breed in the Lake
Tahoe basin, and we excluded them from further
analysis in this paper. Notably, however, most of
these species were rare or novel sightings for the
Lake Tahoe basin, and their occurrence in the
basin has important ecological significance beyond
the scope of this paper. For example, hoary bat
(Lasiurus cinereus) and long-legged myotis (Myotis
volans) were not expected to occur in the basin,
but they appeared to be fairly common given that
we detected them at multiple sites. Similarly,
Great Basin pocket mouse (Perognathus parvus)
was detected by Sherman trapping in the southern portion of the basin in both years, but the
basin was previously outside its known geographic range (Hall !""(). Point counts detected a
number of bird species rarely recorded in the
basin, such as blue-gray gnatcatcher (Polioptila
caerulea), common poorwill (Phalaenoptilus nuttallii), and northern harrier (Circus cyaneus), and
these detections helped document and confirm
their ongoing occurrence in the basin.
The ) remaining species detected but not
expected were known to occur in the basin, but
were thought to be best detected with survey
methods we did not use (i.e., nocturnal broadcast
surveys, Tomahawk live trapping, terrestrial visual encounter surveys; Manley et al. #$$%). We reliably detected birds and mammals with the secondary methods we used, so we included them in
our analysis. We did not include lizards in any further analyses because we only detected them with
aquatic visual encounter surveys, which are not
an appropriate method for them.
We detected nearly &$' (n = !$*) of the !*Lake Tahoe species with secondary survey methods. For %$ species, the secondary survey methods yielded equal or higher pds than we expected
with the primary survey methods. Most of the
crossover was between terrestrial and aquatic point
counts, where differences in the survey methods
were a combination of count duration, site type,
and site location. We detected #* landbird species more readily in aquatic habitats, and we
detected * waterbird species more readily in terrestrial habitats. Aquatic sites had -$' more total
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survey time (%$ min) than did terrestrial sites (-$
min), so higher pd s were not surprising.
We detected !$ of the -& species with only the
secondary survey method; & landbird species
were detected only with aquatic counts, and %
waterbird species were detected only with terrestrial counts. We also detected % mammal species
as well or better with secondary detection methods. Ermine (Mustela erminea), long-tailed weasel
(Mustela frenata), and pika (Ochotona princeps) all
had pd s that were higher with Sherman trapping
($.$(, $.&!, and $."(, respectively) than observed
with their primary survey methods; we made no
detections of ermine or long-tailed weasel with
trackplates and cameras, and pika had a pd of $.(with terrestrial point counts, just over half that
obtained with Sherman trapping. California
ground squirrel (Spermophilus beecheyi) had a pd of
$."- with trackplates and cameras, nearly twice
that obtained with Sherman trapping (pd = $.(*).
We chose not to derive pd s from multiple survey
methods because we wanted our estimates to
reflect detection probabilities for individual survey methods. Thus, for all species we used the pd
from the primary survey method unless the species was only detected with a secondary method,
in which case we used the pd from the secondary
method. We realize that this approach resulted in
lower estimated detection probabilities than necessary for some species.

Estimates of Detectability and Sampling
Adequacy
Most species were either readily detected or difficult to detect over the multiple visits specified in
each survey method, with an equivalent number
of species at each end of the detectability spectrum: -*' (CI"$' = -&' to %*') of species had a
high probability of detection (.$.)$), %$' (CI"$'
= -*' to %-') had a low probability of detection
(7$.-$), and only #!' (CI"$' = !%' to #!') had
a moderate probability of detection (.$.-$ to
$.&"; Table !). Birds and mammals had approximately twice as many species with high and low
probability of detection than species with moderate probability of detection (Fig. #). Landbirds
generally had higher probability of detection
than waterbirds, and small mammals generally
had higher probability of detection than larger
mammals. Bats, amphibians, and reptiles had relatively high probability of detection compared to
other species groups, with *"' of the species in
these - groups having moderate or high probability of detection (Fig. #).
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Table 1. Observed and expected probability of detection (pd )
values for species known to breed in the Lake Tahoe basin and
that were detected by 1 of the following survey methods: terrestrial and aquatic point counts, Sherman live trapping, baited trackplate and camera arrays, aquatic visual encounter surveys, and bat mistnetting. Expected values are predictions
from Manley et al. (2004) and observed values are empirical
estimates from field sampling conducted in the Lake Tahoe
basin, California and Nevada, USA, 2002–2004.
Observed pd
Expected pd
0.1
0.5
0.8
Total

0.0

0.1

0.5

0.8

Total

6
3
12
21

7
13
33
53

1
15
23
39

2
11
57
70

16
42
125
183

We estimated that &&' of the Lake Tahoe species would be adequately sampled if all FIA points
on federal lands in the Sierra Nevada were sampled in each of # survey periods (Table #). We
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also found that, based on the number of FIA
points on an average-sized (&$$,$$$ ha) National
Forest or National Park (n ,
, #($ points), (%' of
the !*- Lake Tahoe species required 6#($ sample
points to be adequately sampled. Thus, the MSIM
survey protocols could detect population change
for these species at the scale of an individual
administrative unit.
The proportion of species adequately sampled
varied moderately among taxonomic groups
(Table #). We estimated that all * of the reptile
and amphibian Lake Tahoe species (n = - and (
species, respectively) were adequately detected
throughout the Sierra Nevada. Birds and mammals comprised most ("&') of the Lake Tahoe
species, and the proportion of species adequately detected varied little among these # primary
species groups (&%' and &(', respectively). A

Fig. 2. Observed values of probability of detection based on 6 survey methods conducted in the Lake Tahoe basin, California and
Nevada, USA, 2002–2004, and expected values for the same species based on predictions from Manley et al. (2004).
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Table 2. The number and proportion of species observed and expected to be adequately sampled for 2 sets of species: species
occurring in the Lake Tahoe basin that are readily detected with 6 survey methods, and all species in the Sierra Nevada. Expected values are predictions from Manley et al. (2004). Observed values were derived from detection probabilities generated from
field data collected in the Lake Tahoe basin, California and Nevada, USA, 2002–2004. Adequate sampling was based on the ability to detect 20% relative change in proportion of sample points occupied between 2 points in time with 80% confidence and power.

Species group
All vertebrates
Birds
Landbirds
Waterbirds
Mammals
Small mammals
Larger mammals
Bats
Reptiles
Amphibians
Geographic rangea
Small
Large
Habitat specificity
Narrow
Broad
Population sizeb
Small
Large
Species of concern

Number of species
Lake Tahoe
Sierra Nevada

Proportion adequately sampled
Lake Tahoe species
Sierra Nevada species
Observed
Expected
Observed
Expected

183
129
102
27
46
23
13
10
3
5

465
246
195
51
132
77
38
17
55
32

0.66
0.64
0.73
0.30
0.65
0.61
0.62
0.80
1.00
1.00

0.96
0.97
0.99
0.89
0.93
0.96
0.83
1.00
1.00
1.00

0.45
0.49
0.55
0.31
0.50
0.44
0.52
0.76
0.39
0.29

0.76
0.83
0.85
0.78
0.76
0.73
0.76
0.88
0.65
0.44

95
88

266
199

0.32
0.75

0.89
0.99

0.26
0.75

0.60
0.99

97
86

335
130

0.51
0.83

0.93
1.00

0.33
0.81

0.68
0.99

32
150
6

120
283
38

0.31
0.73
0.50

0.82
0.99
0.83

0.25
0.61
0.32

0.55
0.90
0.47

a Geographic range represented by the number of Forest Inventory and Analysis systematic grid points (see Roesch and Reams
1999) within their range in the Sierra Nevada; small ranges had 61,000 FIA points, and large ranges had >1,000 FIA points.
b Population size was an estimate of the number of individuals in the Sierra Nevada obtained from U.S. Forest Service (2001);
small populations had 1 to 1,000 individuals, and large populations had >1,000 individuals. Population size values were available
for all Lake Tahoe species, but they were not available for 56 of the remaining 282 species in the Sierra Nevada, most of which
had little overlap of their geographic range with the Sierra Nevada.

greater proportion of landbirds ()-') was estimated to be adequately sampled than waterbirds
(-$'). Among mammal species, the - groups
we targeted were similarly represented in the
&(' of mammals adequately sampled: &!' of
small mammals, &#' of larger mammals, and
*$' of bats.
The reduced sampling adequacy for waterbirds
appeared to be driven by estimates of pp, given
that the average pd was only slightly higher for
landbirds (x– = $.(#%, SD = $.%$-) compared to
waterbirds (x– = $.-$%, SD = $.-&&), but the average pp was - times higher for landbirds (x– = $.%#),
SD = $.#!#) compared to waterbirds (x– = $.!-$,
SD = $.!$)). Our estimates of pp were based on
the proportion of the ecoregion’s landscape
occupied by aquatic habitats. If aquatic habitats
were targeted for monitoring as they were in our
field test, then the proportion of sample points that
occured in suitable habitat would be near !$$'
(i.e., pp = !.$) for many species, greatly enhancing
the sampling adequacy for water-associated species.
Each of the rarity factors affected sampling adequacy to a similar degree (Table #). We adequate-

ly sampled )(' of the ** species with large geographic ranges, compared to -#' of "( species
with small ranges. Similarly, we adequately sampled )-' of the !($ species with large population
sizes compared to -!' of the -# species with small
population sizes. Habitat specificity had slightly
less of an impact on sampling adequacy; we adequately sampled *-' of the *& species with broad
habitat specificity compared to (!' of the ") species with narrow habitat specificity. Sampling adequacy for species of concern was commensurate
with that for other vulnerable species groups, with
($' estimated to be adequately sampled.
The proportion of species adequately sampled
generally declined with increasing rarity (Table -).
Common species (i.e., species with no constrained factors: large range, broad habitat specificity, large population size) had the highest proportion of species adequately sampled (*%' of )&
species). The proportion of moderately rare species (! constrained rarity factor) adequately sampled was )#', ranging from &$ to *$' among the
- associated categories; species with small ranges
were least affected with *$' of the ( species ade-
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Table 3. The proportion of species in the Lake Tahoe basin
adequately sampled by 6 survey methods that occur in each of
8 rarity categoriesa (Rabinowitz 1981, Rabinowitz et al. 1986).
Adequate sampling was based on the ability to detect .20%
relative change in occupancy between 2 points in time at Forest Inventory and Analysis-based sample points on federal
lands in the Sierra Nevada with 80% confidence and power.
Estimates were based on data collected in the Lake Tahoe
basin, California and Nevada, USA, 2002–2004.
Geographic range
Habitat specificity
Large population size
Small population size

Large
Broad
Narrow
0.84
0.60

0.73
0.30

Broad
0.80
n/a

Small
Narrow
0.28
0.22

a No Lake Tahoe species had the combination of small geographic range, broad habitat specificity, and small population
size.

quately sampled, followed by )-' of the (! species with narrow habitat specificity, and &$' of
the ( species with small population size. The proportion of highly rare species (# constrained rarity factors) adequately sampled was -$', varying
only slightly between the # associated categories
populated by Lake Tahoe species: -$' and #*'
of species with large ranges (n = !$ species) and
large population sizes (n = !* species), respectively. No species in Lake Tahoe had the combination of small range, broad habitat specificity,
and small population size. We adequately sampled just ##' of the !* extremely rare species (all
- factors constrained).
We used the observed sampling adequacy for
Lake Tahoe species relative to the % degrees of
rarity to estimate sampling adequacy for all species in the Sierra Nevada in the following manner: *(' of common species, )$' of moderately
rare species, -$' of highly rare species, and #$'
of extremely rare species. Based on these relationships, we estimated that %)' (n = #!)) of the
%&( vertebrate species in the Sierra Nevada would
be adequately sampled, with narrow variation
among taxonomic groups: %"' of the #%& bird
species, ($' of the !-# mammal species, #"' of
the -# amphibian species, and -"' of the (( reptile species (Table #).
Sierra Nevada-wide estimates of sampling adequacy in regard to rarity factors were quite similar to those observed for Lake Tahoe species.
Based on individual rarity factors, sampling adequacy ranged from &! to *!' for species with
unconstrained conditions (i.e., large range,
broad habitat specificity, large population size),
and it ranged from #( to --' for species with the
juxtaposed constrained conditions. Species of concern were again commensurate with rare species,
with -#' being adequately sampled.
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Observed and Expected Sampling Adequacy
We compared our field-based estimates of
detectability and sampling adequacy to the predictions of Manley et al. (#$$%). Observed pd values for Lake Tahoe species were lower than
expected for most species and species groups
(Table !). Based on Manley et al. (#$$%), &*' of
species were expected to have a pd of $.*, as
opposed to the observed -*' (CI "$' = -& to
%*'). Given that the percentage of species observed and expected to a have a pd of $.( were
quite similar (#!' and #-', respectively), it is
clear that many more species were observed to
have a pd of $.! than expected (%$' [CI "$' = -*
to %-'] and *', respectively). Observed pd s conformed closely to estimates for landbirds,
amphibians, reptiles, and bats. The deviation of
observed from expected pd s across all species was
driven by shortfalls in detectability in waterbirds,
larger mammals, and small mammals. In terms of
species-specific predictions by Manley et al.
(#$$%), observed pd s were equal to that expected
for %&' of species, higher for *' of species, and
lower for %&' of species (including the #! species
not detected).
Manley et al. (#$$%) predicted that "&' of all
Lake Tahoe species would be adequately sampled
throughout their range in the Sierra Nevada.
Our field-based observations were -$' lower,
with &&' of the species estimated to be adequately sampled. The observed proportion of
species adequately sampled varied among the
taxonomic groups and rarity factors we examined
(Table #). Based on the protocols we tested and
species breeding in the Lake Tahoe basin, the observed proportion of species adequately sampled
was $.-- lower for birds, $.#* lower for mammals,
and no different for amphibians and reptiles
compared to the expected proportion. Greater
discrepancies existed for rare species. Based on
individual rarity factors, our observed sampling
adequacy ranged from )- to *-' for species with
unconstrained conditions compared to the
expected sampling adequacy of "" to !$$'. For
species with constrained conditions, observed
sampling adequacy ranged from -# to (!' compared to expected values of *# to "-'. The observed proportion of species of concern, ($',
was $.-- lower than expected.
A similar degree of difference between observed and expected sampling adequacy was evident for all Sierra Nevada species. Manley et al.
(#$$%) predicted that )&' of all species in the
Sierra Nevada would be adequately sampled;
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field-based observations were $.-$ lower, with
%(' of the species estimated to be adequately
sampled. Likewise, observed values were consistently $.#( to $.-$ lower than predicted by Manley et al. (#$$%) across all taxonomic groups and
rarity factors, with few exceptions. Expected values were closest to observed values for bats (**'
vs. )&', respectively), amphibians (%%' vs. #"',
respectively), species with broad habitat specificity (""' vs. *!', respectively), and species of concern (%)' vs. -#', respectively).

DISCUSSION
Our field test was successful in detecting a
greater number of species than expected, and
generating estimates of probability of detection
that were used to evaluate the ability of the MSIM
protocol to adequately sample vertebrates
throughout the Sierra Nevada to meet minimum
monitoring objectives. Our evaluation yielded a
plethora of valuable information about the potential of multiple species protocols to meet land
management monitoring objectives. Our results
indicated that the dataset generated by the MSIM
protocol provides reliable population status and
change information for scores of species, but it
also reflects the status and change of community
composition and structure, along with many
other facets of biological diversity. Data yields
appeared rich despite the consistently conservative approach we took in evaluating detections:
(!) we excluded from all calculations the ## species that we unexpectedly detected, which if
included would have inflated the number of
species detected in all species groups; (#) we only
used detections from ! survey method per species
to calculate pd, even though &$' of the species
were detected with multiple survey methods; (-)
we used a #-tailed test to make the results more
relevant to a variety of potential MSIM applications, and for each species we used the direction
of change that required the greater sample size;
and (%) we used the lower bound of a "$' confidence interval without the benefit of covariates
(MacKenzie et al. #$$#) for estimates of probability of detection to derive the minimum number of
sample points needed to detect the specified
change. These precautions, combined with the
limited population sizes in the basin, served to
present a worst-case scenario that reflected the
minimum one might expect to accomplish by
implementing MSIM at the ecoregional scale.
Despite modest sample sizes, the multiple-species survey methods we tested detected *"' of
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the !*- target species in the study area, including
($' of all species of concern. The small geographic area but high diversity of environments
in the Lake Tahoe basin results in many species
with small populations, and our modest sample
sizes yielded only a few observations of many species. The #$ species not detected generally had
small populations (low pp ), but when present
should be readily detected (high pd ) by the survey methods we used. Conversely, the MSIM survey methods were able to detect a large number
of novel species. We detected !( species so rarely
documented in the Lake Tahoe basin that they
were not considered to have established populations. Such novelties may serve as important early
harbingers of larger scale changes in environmental conditions, such as those precipitated by
land management, natural disturbances, or climate trends.
The nearly #$$ species we estimated to be adequately sampled in the Sierra Nevada represented a variety of taxonomic groups and rarity characteristics. A lower percentage of the amphibian
and reptile species were estimated to be adequately sampled (#" and -"', respectively)
compared to bird and mammal species (%" and
($', respectively). However, amphibians and
reptiles are likely to have higher detectability
and proportion of species adequately sampled
with the addition of terrestrial visual encounter
surveys, which are the primary survey method
for amphibians and reptiles. Terrestrial vertebrate encounter surveys have the added benefit
of yielding additional detections of many
species infrequently detected with the & methods we employed, specifically large mammals
and raptors.
As expected, species with a higher degree of
rarity suffered a lower sampling adequacy. The
rarity factors we evaluated pose different challenges to monitoring. Species with small population sizes may have small or large home ranges.
For most species, the primary survey methods
cover areas equivalent to or greater than their
home ranges, thus these survey methods are
detecting occupancy (consistent presence within
the survey area and period), as opposed to use
(periodic presence within the survey area and
period; MacKenzie #$$(). Therefore, a greater
number of sample sites (e.g., across multiple
National Forests or an entire ecoregion) is likely
to improve detection rates for most species. The
combination of detections from multiple survey
methods (i.e., Sherman trapping and trackplate
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and camera surveys) is also likely to greatly
improve species detectability without alterations
to either survey method.
In general, larger mammals and waterbirds had
small population sizes and large home ranges or
use areas that exceeded the area sampled per
site. Thus, sample sites are used by them but are
not continuously occupied (MacKenzie #$$().
For example, waterbirds use many different water
bodies for foraging and resting, so they are not
always present during surveys at a given sample
site. Large mammals have the largest average
home-range sizes of any taxonomic group examined, so despite the large area effectively sampled
per trackplate and camera array (,
,!($ ha), .($'
of all large mammal species in the Lake Tahoe
basin and the Sierra Nevada have home ranges
over - times the size (.($$ ha) of the sample
area. Notwithstanding the inconsistent presence
of an individual at sample sites within its home
range, additional sample effort per site may still
increase detection probabilities, but it should be
applied with caution. Sample effort per site was
high for the trackplate and camera survey
method (!$ detection devices and ( visits), so
beyond minor adjustments to the survey method,
the best option for improving the probability of
detection for larger mammals would be the addition of complementary detection methods, such
as terrestrial visual encounter surveys. We only
conducted waterbird surveys twice per season, so
a third visit may be advisable (MacKenzie et al.
#$$#) unless aquatic and terrestrial point count
data are combined. However, increasing the
number of sample sites also improves the probability of detection by increasing the number of
sites with detections for species with no or few
detections, resulting in higher and more precise
estimates of probability of detection and proportion of sites occupied.
The primary survey method selected by Manley
et al. (#$$%) for each species appeared to be the
most effective in detecting the target species relative to the other survey methods tested. The substantial overlap in species detections among multiple methods, particularly between terrestrial
and aquatic point counts, suggests that estimates
of probability of detection and proportion of
points occupied would be improved by combining detections from multiple methods. It is likely
that the pd s of many species detected with multiple methods in the field test would increase and
substantially improve the number and proportion of species adequately sampled.
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Estimated sampling adequacy for all species was
lower than predicted by Manley et al. (#$$%), driven primarily by the greater proportion of species
with pd s of 7$.- than expected. Nearly one-third
of the species assigned a low pd by Manley et al.
(#$$%) were estimated to be inadequately sampled. If the field test had been conducted across
a larger or more homogenous geographic area, it
is reasonable to assume that a smaller proportion
of species would have gone undetected, and the
estimated proportions of species detected within
each range interval would be higher. Thus,
implementation of the MSIM protocol at the ecoregional scale is likely to result in sampling adequacy between ($' and )(' of all species (Manley et al. #$$%).
Temporal change in biological diversity can be
evaluated in myriad ways, including change in
richness, diversity, and abundance of all species
or species groups based on taxonomy, ecological
characteristics, or rarity (Magurran #$$%). Although various steps can be taken to improve
detectability per survey method (e.g., more visits,
more sites), these are not likely to balance representation of common to rare species among
those adequately sampled. Probability of detection estimates tend to be low, regardless of true
detectability, if species are present at a few sample
sites only (MacKenzie et al. #$$#). Richness and
diversity measures are not affected by per-species
sampling adequacy to detect a trend, but they are
affected by variation in detectability among species and sites, which can be accounted for in their
calculation (Yoccoz et al. #$$!). However, population changes among species within particular
groups will be affected by sampling adequacy, and
differential representation of species based on
rarity will need to be considered in reporting
change. For example, one way to reflect change
in biological diversity would be to report the
number or proportion of species in each of several ecological groupings that exhibited an increase, decrease, and no change in proportion of
sites occupied between # points in time. There is
variation in rarity and precision of estimates
among species within groups. Rare species may
be greater in number or proportion in some
groups than others, biasing the interpretation of
how species with various ecological characteristics are faring. Simple approaches, such as
weighting within-group results by the number of
species in the sample area with the same rarity
characteristics, may be used to improve the representation of all species in evaluations of biolog-
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ical diversity monitoring data. Similarly, the precision of estimates for species detected within a
group will also vary. Hierarchical models for composite change associated with species groups may
be used to derive composite mean trend estimates using Markov Chain Monte Carlo methods
(Sauer and Link #$$#, Sauer et al. #$$-).

MANAGEMENT IMPLICATIONS
The data yields indicated by our field test
results are impressive relative to the current number and diversity of species currently being targeted by monitoring programs on most NFS
lands (GAO !"")). Further, although the proportion of species adequately sampled varied from
-$ to *$' among species groups, representation
per group was sufficient to make inferences
about changes in community structure and biological diversity.
Rare species are of particular concern in land
management. Rare species are especially vulnerable to population extirpation (Manne and Pimm
#$$!, Henle et al. #$$%), and their status is a measure of the effectiveness of management solutions for sustaining the large numbers of extant
species with small or declining populations. Rare
species present a challenge to any monitoring
effort, particularly multiple-species approaches
that cannot be tailored to the needs of individual
species. Nonetheless, adequately sampling #('
, )$ in the Sierra Nevada) of the rarest verte(n ,
brate species from a diversity of taxonomic
groups would be a significant increase in data
yields compared to most monitoring programs
on NFS lands. Techniques for borrowing information (MacKenzie #$$() from co-occurring species and environmental conditions across sample
sites can be used to improve the precision of estimates for rare species, as well as species that are
difficult to detect (MacKenzie et al. #$$#).
A fundamental concern about large-scale monitoring programs is their applicability to management needs at smaller administrative scales such
as an individual National Forest or National Park.
Our results represent a conservative estimate of
the substantial yields that could be expected
from implementation of the MSIM protocol at an
individual administrative unit because the Lake
Tahoe basin was !$' the size, had "$' fewer sample sites, and had a subset of survey methods relative to full implementation of MSIM on an average-sized National Forest or National Park.
Specifically, we believe the following expectations
are reasonable for full implementation of MSIM
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on a National Forest or National Park: (!) Multiple plant and animal survey methods can be conducted in the same sample season at the same
sites without prohibitive conflict among the
methods. (#) An individual administrative unit
could detect most species targeted by each of the
survey methods, resulting in a reliable inventory
of most targeted species and distribution data for
many of these species. (-) An administrative unit
could monitor population change, as we modeled, for approximately ($' of the species targeted by the survey methods. Monitoring data for
these and other species at the ecoregional scale
provide a context for evaluating the scale of population change (local or regional) and potential
causal factors, thereby identifying the appropriate type and scale of response. (%) Local population change data can inform the potential effects
of changes on biological integrity as reflected in
changes in community composition and differential population change among species with differing habitat associations and environmental
sensitivities.
We collected habitat data at all sites, and, although they were not our focus, they clearly meet
important regulatory and management information needs. The difficulty in detecting many species adequately enough for modest monitoring
programs to identify important population
changes continues to drive the need to turn to
habitat monitoring as a companion, if not a surrogate, monitoring effort. Presence–absence data
can be used to describe and model habitat relationships for many of the species detected (e.g.,
Morrison et al. !""*, Carroll et al. !""", Scott et
al. #$$#, Stauffer #$$#, Van Horne #$$#), identify
or validate indicator species based on observed
relationships among species and between species
and the environment (Hill !")", Lebreton et al.
!""!, Dufréne and Legendre !"")), and evaluate
the efficacy and effectiveness of conservation
strategies at a variety of scales (Wilcove !""-,
Noss and Cooperrider !""%).
In conclusion, our test indicates that a multi-taxonomic presence–absence monitoring approach
such as the MSIM protocol is a reliable and valuable, and, we argue, essential, foundation for largescale monitoring programs that target plant and
animal species, communities, and biological diversity. Further, such multi-species approaches can
provide multi-taxonomic population and biodiversity change information at multiple scales, including an individual National Forest or National Park,
which is the primary scale of accountability.
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